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Why is SM&CR being introduced? 

• First introduced in the banking sector in March 2016. 

• Response to a series of scandals e.g. LIBOR and FX rigging. 

• Aiming to create much greater individual accountability of those 
working within Firms.

• Significant impact on the employer/employee relationship in banking.

• When rule breaches occur much more clarity on which individual is 
responsible and accountable.

• Approved Persons Regime continues for appointed representatives 
(and the SM&CR does not apply). 

The FCA is extending the Senior Managers and Certification 

Regime (“SM&CR”) to all Firms on 9 December 2019, replacing 

the current FCA Approved Persons Regime.
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SM&CR – reminder of key elements

Senior Managers Regime

• Those with senior management functions

Certification Regime

• Extends scope of old “approved persons” regime

• Those who pose a risk of significant harm

Conduct Rules

Senior Managers, NEDs, individuals covered by Certification Regime 

and employees other than ancillary staff
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What type of firm are you? 

Are you a firm currently exempt from the Approved Persons Regime?

Are you a firm currently subject to limited application of  the Approved Persons Regime?

Yes You are not a SM&CR firm 

You are a Limited Scope 

SM&CR firm 

No  

Yes 

You are a 

Core 

SM&CR 

firm

Unless 

one of 

the 

following 

apply  

You are a CASS large firm

Holds >£1bn in client money or Holds >£100bn safe custody assets  

You are a firm with  £50 bn+ Assets under Management 

(as a 3 year rolling average)   

No  You are a Significant  IFPRU firm

Total assets >£530m Total Liabilities >£380m Annual regulated income >£160m

Holds/ receives  >£425M in client money or Holds >£7.8bn client assets

You are a firm with a total intermediary regulated business revenue of  

£35 M+ (as a 3 year rolling average)   

You are a firm with an annual revenue generated  by regulated consumer 

credit lending of  £100 M+ (as a 3 year rolling average)   

You are a mortgage lender  or administrator (not a bank)  with 

10K or more regulated mortgages outstanding  

You are an Enhanced 

SM&CR firm 
Yes 
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Timelines

9 Dec 2019 

Commencement date 

Conduct rules apply to 

SMF’s  and Certified Staff

Identify existing Certified Staff  

9 Dec 2020

One year 

post-commencement date 
Transitional Period 2020 + 

Conduct rules apply to 

Total Staff

Initial  Certification 

assessments completed 
Identify new 

(in-period) 

Certified  Staff  

Train all other conduct staff

Assess existing Certified staff

Assess Certified 

staff

Hired during 

transition period 

On going requirement to train all 

new staff in the Conduct Rules 

On going requirement to 

re-certify Certified Staff as ‘fit 

and proper’ at least annually   
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Creating an implementation plan

Firm 
category  

Handbook 
updates 

Defining
individual 

responsibilities 

Training

Statement of 
responsibilities 

Systems

Reporting
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Core Firm – Prescribed Responsibility Case Study 

AIFM
• Firm set up as LLP

• Identified as Core Firm

• Six Members currently Approved Persons CF4 mapped to SMF 27

• Current CF10/CF11 mapped to SMF 16/SMF 17 

• Prescribed Responsibility 

• (a) and (b) assigned to Managing Partner

• (b-1) and (d) assigned to SMF16/17 

• (z) unassigned as do not hold client money

Allocate Prescribed Responsibilities to SM

Description SMF Responsible Individual

1
Responsibility for the firm’s performance of its obligations under the 

Senior Managers Regime.
SMF1/SMF27 

2
Responsibility for the firm’s performance of its obligations under the 

Certification Regime.
SMF1/SMF27 

3

Responsibility for the firm’s obligations for:

(a) conduct rules training; and

(b) conduct rules reporting.
SMF16

4

Responsibility for the firm’s policies and procedures for countering 

the risk that the firm might be used to further financial crime SMF17

5 Responsibility for CASS Compliance N/A
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Before introduction of SM&CR – Employment-related preparations   

• Allocating Senior Management Functions and prescribed 
responsibilities to Senior Managers

• Duty of responsibility            negotiation?

• Insurance?

• Fit and proper?

• FCA approval & statements of responsibility 

1

Updating documents

• Contracts

• Compliance Manual

• Appraisal forms

2
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Before introduction of SM&CR – Employment-related preparations

• Updating/creating policies and procedures

• Recruitment 

• Appraisal process and annual certification

• Handovers

• Disciplinary procedures

3

• Training

• Senior Managers

• Conduct rules

• Impact on disciplinary processes

4
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After introduction of SM&CR – Employment-related

1
• Updating regulator

2

• Performance Management

• Disciplinary and performance issues

• Employees not meeting the “fit and proper” standard

3

• Record keeping

• Justification of decisions

• Consistency to avoid challenges
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Partnerships challenges

Examples of Individual implications

The rules are designed for a corporate entity with current Director Approved Function CF1 mapping directly to new SMCR 
Senior Management function SMF3. 

For firms set up as LLPs 

• an LLP is a corporate entity; by “Partner” for LLP we mean a “member” of the LLP

• a Partner of a firm currently approved as CF4 should not necessarily be automatically mapped to performing a 

SMF 27.

• the definition of the Partner function under SMCR now includes a carve out for Partners without management 

influence

Junior Partners 

• May not have substantial involvement in the management of the partnership and would not necessarily fall 

automatically within the SMCR definition of a Partner. 

• However, for tax purposes, under the salaried member rules, to ensure that Junior Partners are not treated as 

“employees”, firms may be structured such that Junior Partners do have management influence over the affairs 

of the business. 

• This means that partnerships may need to consider a balancing act between their HMRC position and the roles 

performed by Junior Partners in deciding whether it is appropriate to identify Junior Partners as SMFs under 

the SMCR.

• Need to consider LLP and partnership law, employment law, tax position and SM&CR provisions.

• Application of Certification Regime and Conduct Rules

Corporate members of an LLP 

• Can also be caught within the definition of an SMF Manager, and may need approval to perform an SMF, 

particularly if the corporate member is a vehicle for exercising management control over the UK firm.
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FCA policy statement

Extending the Senior Managers & Certification Regime to FCA firms 

– Feedback on CP17/25 and CP17/40, and near-final rules
Policy Statement PS18/14*** July 2018

Only partners that meet the definition of the SMF fall under the 

Senior Managers Regime. As we set out in CP17/25, we think most 

partners will have some involvement in managing a firm, although 

we recognise that this won’t be the case in every partnership. It is for 

firms to decide whether a partner performs an SMF, based on our 

rules and guidance in SUP 10C.5. The guidance in the Handbook 

allows firms to consider other circumstances which may mean a 

partner does not meet the SMF definition.
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Partnerships legislation and FCA handbook extracts    

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, s 63E (9) 

• In this section any reference to an employee of a person (“A”) includes a reference to a 
person who:

Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2000 s (4) Members

(4) A member of a limited liability partnership shall not be regarded for any purpose as 
employed by the limited liability partnership unless, if he and the other members were partners 
in a partnership, he would be regarded for that purpose as employed by the partnership. 

FCA Handbook SUP 10C.5.18 G Partner function: Partners without influence

(3) The effect is that unless the function performed by the partner or member in question comes 
within the definition of a senior management function, the function does not come within the 
partner function. Therefore partners or members who play no part in the management of the 
firm are unlikely to be performing the partner function.

(a) personally provides, or is under an obligation personally to provide, services to A under an 
arrangement made between A and the person providing the services or another person; and 

(b) is subject to (or to the right of) supervision, direction or control by A as to the manner in 
which those services are  provided.
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Finance Act legislation affecting partnerships

Schedule 17 to the Finance Act 2014 – amends the Income Tax (Trading 

and Other Income) Act 2005 (principally new sections at 863A to 863G)

Condition A

• Condition A is 
satisfied where 
it is reasonable 
to expect that at 
least 80% of the 
total amount 
payable by the 
LLP for a 
member’s 
services in 
his/her capacity 
as a member of 
the LLP will be 
“disguised 
salary”.

Condition B

• A member of an 
LLP who does 
not have 
significant 
influence over 
the affairs of the 
LLP will satisfy 
this condition.

Condition C

• Condition C will 
be satisfied if a 
member’s 
contribution to 
an LLP is less 
than 25% of the 
member’s 
expected 
“disguised 
salary”.

Summary of the three salaried member conditions
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Case Study: Individual Mapping to SMCR in an LLP

Approved Person Regime SMCR

Founding 
Members

Portfolio 
Managers / 
Members

CCO

Junior 
PMs

• CF4

• CF30

• CF30

• CF30

• CF10

• CF11

Founding 
Members

Portfolio 
Managers / 
Members

CCO

Junior

PMs

• SMF27

• Certification Regime

• SMF16

• SMF17

*

* *

*

*not a member of the LLP
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

Background

• an individual wherever located who exerts significant influence on the 
management or conduct of one or more aspects of a regulated firm’s affairs, 
or exerts significant influence on its governing body may require approval as 
a Senior Manager

• in the case of core firms such individuals who will be within the potential 
scope of relevant functions are Executive Director (SMF3) or Partner 
(SMF27)

• in the case of enhanced firms the relevant function within potential scope is 
Group Entity Senior Manager (SMF7)
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

Concept of arrangements

• in assessing whether an individual is outside the regulated firm exerting 
significant influence a key scoping requirement is that a firm has an 
arrangement permitting the performance of these (significant influence) roles 
by the person concerned

• “arrangements” is a wide concept covering not just written contracts but also 
arrangements arising by conduct, custom and practice

• arrangements arising by conduct, custom and practice are not uncommon 
particularly when the regulated firm is a subsidiary of a UK or overseas 
parent
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

Core firms

• Individuals situated elsewhere in a group wherever located and 
exerting significant influence elsewhere could require designation as 
an SMF3 (executive director) or SMF27 (partner) if:

• they occupy the position of an executive director/partner (however their 
title or job function may be described) and

• they are a person in accordance with whose directions or instructions 
the directors/partners of the regulated firm are accustomed to act
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

Enhanced firms

• Group Entity Senior Managers (SMF7)

• Covers employees or officers of group entities wherever located who 
exercise significant influence on the management or conduct of the 
affairs of the regulated entity

• Significant influence means performing a function comprising (a) 
responsibility for managing one or more aspects of the regulated firm’s 
affairs so far as relating to the carrying on of a regulated activity by the 
firm, and (b) where those aspects involve, or might involve, a risk of 
serious consequences for the firm
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

FCA guidance which in our view is relevant to both 
core and enhanced firms

• When analysing whether such an individual exerting significant 
influence is within scope, look at:

• the organisational structures of the group and the firm

• the split of key responsibilities between group and firm boards and 
senior management

• whether senior managers within the regulated firm have authority within 
the group to ensure that the firm complies with the requirements of the 
regulatory system
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

FCA guidance which in our view is relevant to both 
core and enhanced firms

• When analysing whether such individual exerting significant influence 
is within scope consider:

• Whether the individual based elsewhere in the group has responsibilities 
regarding the regulated firm which are confined to developing the 
group’s overall strategy (individual likely to fall outside SMCR)

• Whether the individual has direct responsibility for taking decisions about 
how the firm should conduct its regulated activities and has not 
delegated this responsibility to an SMF holder based in the regulated 
firm (individual likely to fall inside SMCR)

• Whether the regulated firm’s governing body has sufficient discretion in 
how it applies and responds to proposals coming from group committees 
or individuals based in parent entities (individual likely to fall outside 
SMCR)
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

FCA guidance relevant to enhanced firms

• Individuals in the management of a group in which the regulated firm is a 
subsidiary do not automatically fall within SMF7 even though their job may 
relate to the firm

• FCA does not expect to approve individuals to perform SMF7 for every firm 
that belongs to a group, merely because the firm is part of a group

• FCA would not regard it as unusual for there to be no-one performing SMF7 
for a regulated firm that is a subsidiary in a group

• A shareholder in the parent will not perform SMF7 unless the shareholder is 
also a director, officer or employee of the parent and is exerting significant 
influence over the firm through that role
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SMCR – impact on individuals exerting significant influence from 
outside the regulated firm

Territorial limitation for Certification Regime and for 
Conduct Staff

• For senior managers SMCR has no territorial limitations

• For certification staff the territorial limitation operates to place staff not in the 
UK outside scope unless they have UK clients.  However, if an individual is a 
material risk taker under rem code principles the Certification Regime will 
apply even if he or she is based outside the UK and has no UK clients

• Conduct staff are only in scope if within the UK
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Case Study – Foreign Senior Manager

NY HQ

Head of 

Compliance

UK Sub-

advisor

10 staff

• CCO visits semi-annual

• No systems

• Reporting via email/excel

NY HQ

Head of 

Compliance

UK Sub-

advisor

10 staff

NY HQ

UK Sub-

advisor

10 staff

• Hire Head of compliance in 

UK

• Provide them appropriate 

systems for oversight

• Enable them to have sufficient 

control under SMCRCCO

NY HQ

Head of 

Compliance

UK Sub-

advisor

10 staff

• Implement RegTech to 

enable US CCO to have 

sufficient oversight and 

reporting

Option 2

Option 1
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Your Contacts at IQ-EQ

Andrew Shrimpton
Chairman, Compliance Consulting

+44 20 7397 5469

andrew.shrimpton@iqeq.com

Tom Miller
Director, Funds

+44 20 7397 5529

tom.miller@iqeq.com

Jack Standen
Director, Funds

+44 20 7397 5489

jack.standen@iqeq.com

Your Contacts at Charles Russell Speechlys

Jonathan Bayliss
Partner, Financial Services

+44 20 7427 6699 

jonathan.bayliss@crsblaw.com

David Hicks
Partner, Corporate

+44 20 7427 6647 

david.hicks@crsblaw.com

Becky Lawton
Senior Associate, Employment

+44 (0)1483 252 577

becky.lawton@crsblaw.com
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